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Abstract
Based on the problem of the origin of the mass/ scalegenesis, we propose scale invariant extension of the standard
model with no Higgs mass term in the Standard Model Lagrangian. The scalar bi-linear term introduced in a strongly
interacting hidden sector which dynamically breaks scale symmetry causing electroweak symmetry breaking which form
due to SU(Nc) non-abelian gauge theory. This hidden sector interact only with Higgs particle by Higgs portal coupling
 HSi . In this dissertation we consider U(1) ⇥ U 0(1) flavor symmetry which has one complex scalar particle that can
be a Dark Matter candidate. Mean field approximation and path integral formalism perform to obtain the e↵ective
Lagrangian. Relic abundance and direct detection are also discussed theoretically and match it with the fact and the
experiments.
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1 Introduction
Standard model in particle physics is a model which has been a reference to a model of matter in nature. The
basic idea of this model is all of the matter are composed of particles, and the particles interact with each other
mediated by the exchange of the particle that carrier of the force. Constituent particles of matter called fermions
and particles force carrier called bosons. This model consists of three interaction which is strong interaction,
weak interaction, and electromagnetic interaction, where gravity not included. Generally, this can be written
in gauge symmetry as SU(3)⇥ SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y and in the low energy it breaks to SU(3)⇥U(1)em. All of the
particles mass in this theory comes from spontaneous symmetry breaking, which require the existence of scalar
particle, called Higgs particle. In this case, this particle mass parameter is the only part that breaks the scale
invariance in Standard model because it introduced with negative mass term which then causes instability and
generate spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Since the discovery of Higgs particle in 2012 [1, 2], the standard model becomes more established because it
is actually enough to describe world (except gravity). Nevertheless, there are several things that cannot be
explained by this model, such as: Standard Model did not include gravitation, it cannot explain the origin of
the electroweak (EW) scale or scalegenesis, it not cover dark matter that recently proven to exist indirectly,
and so on.
In the Standard Model, we start with a scale from the beginning and its make us cannot explain what is the
origin of the scale, or generally we can say that there is no explanation of the origin of the Higgs mass term.
There are two ideas that can be consider on a scale invariant extension of the Standard Model. First, it relies on
the Coleman-Weinberg (CW) potential [3], and the other one is based on non-perturbative e↵ects which using
dynamical chiral symmetry breaking or gauge-invariant scalar-bilinear condensation.
Here, we focus in the problem of scalegenesis based on non-perturbative e↵ect using gauge invariant scalar-
bilinear condensation. We also study about dark matter as a by-product of the model which we know in general
that it is an invisible matter, which means that it not interact with electromagnetic interaction. It does not
emits light, but it manifests itself in the gravitational e↵ect. It is also believed that Dark matter dominated all
of matter in the universe for approximately 80%.
2 The Model
Here, we propose the extension of the Standard Model by introduce hidden scalar field Sai (a = 1 · · ·Nc, i =






















+ L0SM , (1)
where the covariant derivative has form DµSi = @µSi   igHGµSi, with Gµ being the gauge field of SU(Nc),
and Fµ⌫ is the field strength tensor of Gµ (Fµ⌫ = @µG⌫   @⌫Gµ + ig[Gµ, G⌫ ]). The last term in the Lagrangian
(L0SM ) contains the Standard Model gauge and Yukawa interaction, which means there is no term that violates
the scale invariance in this Lagrangian. From this Lagrangian we can see that the hidden scalar field (Si) can
only interact with the Higgs particle through the Higgs portal coupling ( ˆHSi). We made assumption that the
i
origin of the EW scale is a scalar-bilinear condensation,





j i = fij , (2)
that originates from that strongly interacting SU(Nc) gauge interaction and triggers the EW symmetry breaking
through  ˆHSi . This condensation (2) is responsible for creating the mass term for Si. This non-perturbative
phenomena of condensation has been studied in [4–6]. Using minimal model with Nf = 2, the U(1) ⇥ U 0(1)
symmetry transformation has the form
U(1)! S1 ! ei✓S1 , U 0(1)! S2 ! e i✓S2.

































 1 =  S11 +  
0
S11 , 2 =  S22 +  
0







The Lagrangian above has the global SU(Nc)⇥U(1)⇥U 0(1) symmetry and the classical scale invariance. Note
that the coupling constants in Le↵ (eq.(3)) are not the same as the coupling constants in LH (eq.1) even the
structure of the quartic coupling is same.
Here, we employ the auxiliary method to investigate the vacuum structure of the e↵ective Lagrangian. By
introduce auxiliary fields f1, f2, and  ± and add
























M210 = 2 1f1 +  12f2    HS1H†H
M220 = 2 2f2 +  12f1    HS2H†H (6)
by shifting
f1 ! f1   S†1S1 , f2 ! f2   S†2S2 ,    !     
p
2S†1S2 ,  
+ !  +  p2S†2S1
ii
to the e↵ective Lagrangian (3). From this result we can obtain e↵ective potential




























2 HhH†Hi =  HS1hf1i+  HS2hf2i, (9)
hVMFA(f1, f2, H)i =   Nc
64⇡2
hM2i0i2. (10)








For a given set of  1,  2,  H ,  HS1,  HS2, ⇤H , and Nc we can now compute vh and the Higgs mass (m2h0). We
adjust this parameters such that vh equal to 246GeV and mh0 = 135GeV. A benchmark set of this parameters
is given by
 1 = 2, 135,  2 = 2, 135,  12 = 0, 2548,  H = 0.15,
 HS1 = 0.013,  HS2 = 0, 012675, Nc = 6. (12)





h ⇡ 125.8GeV. (13)
To obtain dark matter masses and the corresponding wave function renormalization constants, we calculate the









































































































2)   (M2i ,M2i , 0)
⇤
. (20)























The squared masses are defined by zeros of det (p2). In this case, we define that
mH > mL > mh.















Further, the wave function renormalization constants can be computed by compute the squared masses from
det (p2) = 0, then we diagonalize  (p2) at each p2 = m2 and denote the eigenvector with zero eigenvalue by






















































3 Dark Matter Part
We calculate the relic abundance of Dark Matter and its interaction with the Standard Model particles from
the e↵ective interaction, which we can obtain from the corresponding diagram with zero external momenta.
Generally, we can write the Lagrangian as



































































, for M2 =M1 (29)













, for M2 =M1 (30)












, for M2 =M1 (31)
To get the evolution of of Y L and Y  (the number density over entropy), thermally averaged cross section for
the annihilation processes of  L into  ± (or Standard Model particles),  ± into Standard Model particles, and












































Fig. 1. Y , Y¯ , Y L , and Y¯ L as a function of x = µ/T
see that Y  (or Y L) and Y¯  (or Y¯ L) have the same value at the beginning, but then Y  (or Y L) separate from
v
the equilibrium values as x increases. The Dark Matter particle number over entropy becomes constant (Freeze
out), while     L decreases with the speed slower than the equilibrium value.
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Fig. 2. Total relics abundance ⌦h2 plot against decay width h ( L)i
Fig. 3. The Spin Independent cross section in the case of U(2) (red), U(1)⇥U 0(1)⇥Z(2) (blue), and U(1)⇥U 0(1)
(pink) [7]
Relic abundances for  L and  ± can be obtained from Y L;1 ⌘ Y L(x =1) and Y ;1 ⌘ Y (x =1) in the






where g L,  is the degree of freedom of  L, , s0 = 2890 cm
 3 is the entropy density at present, and ⇢c/h2 =
1.05 ⇥ 10 5GeV/cm3 is the critical energy density over the dimensionless Hubble constant at present [8]. In
vi
Fig.2, we plot the total relic abundance ⌦h2 = (⌦ L + ⌦ )h
2 against the h ( L)i, where we vary the value
of h ( L)i between (0.1   2.0) ⇥ 10 12GeV. It can be seen from the graph that the value of ⌦h2 is stable
if h ( L)i > 0.5, or we can say that the total relic abundance dominated by ⌦ h2 in this case. Thus, when


















From this equation, if mL ⇡ mDM the second term increases the annihilation rate of Dark Matter. That is why
we cannot ignore the  L annihilation even if it heavier than Dark Matter.













where mN ' 940MeV is the nucleon mass and rˆ ⇠ 0.3 originated from the nucleonic matrix element [10–12]. In
Fig.3, we shown spin independent cross section of U(1)⇥ U(1) symmetry with parameter space vh = 246GeV,
mh ' 125GeV, and ⌦DMh2 ' 0.12 satisfied, along with U(2) symmetry and U(1)⇥U(1)⇥Z(2). In this Figure,
the black dashed, solid and doted line stand for the current upper bound from the direct detection of LUX [13],
XENON1T [14], and PandaX-II [15].
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have considered a non-perturbative e↵ect, the gauge scalar-bilinear condensation, that generates a scale
in a strongly interacting gauge sector, where the scale is transmitted to the Standard Model via Higgs portal
coupling  HSi . Spesifically, we have investigated the model with the U(2) flavor symmetry which is broken
explicitly to U(1)⇥U 0(1) by the scalar quartic couplings. We also already calculating e↵ective Lagrangian with
two ways, mean field approximation and path integral formalism. Here, the excitation of the condensate can
be identified with the dark matter particle.
The result which is given in Fig.1 has shown the evolution of Y  (or Y L) and Y¯  (or Y¯ L) act nicely, which
means they have the same value at the beginning, but then Y  (or Y L) separate from the equilibrium values as x
increases. The Dark Matter particle number over entropy becomes constant (Freeze out), while   L decreases
with the speed slower than the equilibrium value. Total relic abundance against the thermally averaged decay
width h ( L)i in Fig.2 dominated by dark matter particles and can be presented only by dark matter relic
abundance, there we can see that it become constant after 0.5⇥ 1012GeV. From the Fig.3 it can be seen that
salient feature of the model is that Dark Matter of the present model can be heavier than 500GeV, which is
the upper bound for a certain class of classically scale invariant extensions of the Standard Model [16] .
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